The empty follicle syndrome.
The empty follicle syndrome (EFS) is characterized by the lack of retrieved oocytes from follicles after ovulation induction and apparently normal follicular development for in vitro fertilization, despite repeated aspiration and flushing. The underlying mechanism of the EFS remains hypothetical. Some Authors have suggested that it is related to the "cause" leading to female infertility, whereas others have pointed to the alternative suggestion that it might reflect dysfunctional folliculogenesis, with early oocyte atresia and apparently normal hormonal response. Moreover, some Authors believe that the EFS does not exist, and that the oocyte retrieval failure is a pharmacological fault. The risk of recurrence is higher as the age of the patients increases. The EFS cannot be predicted by the pattern of ovarian response to stimulation either sonographically or hormonally. Consequently, the diagnosis of EFS is retrospective. Whatever the underlying cause of an EFS cycle, patients with an EFS cycle should be counselled regarding the possibility of recurrence of such an event in future cycles.